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INTRODUCTION

Circuit cards (CC) being the most critical 
units in any electronic package appear to be high-
ly vulnerable to external mechanical impacts due 
to their relatively low strength parameters. The 
highest risk is represented by dynamic impacts 
such as shocks and vibration, which unlike static 
or even cyclic mechanical impacts produce con-
siderably higher stress in the body of CC. 

The most attention in publications discuss-
ing strength problems in electronic engineering 
is driven to the circuit cards. One of the most 
popular ways to analyze stress in circuit cards 
has been demonstrated in many publications by 
using the numerical analysis based on finite ele-
ment method. In particular: in paper [1] it is used 

in micromechanical model to describe elastic be-
havior of CC and predict its elastic bending and 
shear responses under static load though; in [2] 
– for dynamic analysis of multi-layered circuit 
card; in [3] – for stress analysis in microelectronic 
circuits subjected to static load; in [4] – for analy-
sis of the dynamic response of circuit card assem-
bly due to a board-level drop-shock, with the ulti-
mate intention of establishing the maximum mag-
nitude of stress, where circuit card was modeled 
as a spring-mass system and then as a beam sup-
ported at its two ends and subjected to a half-sine 
shock; in [5] – to analyze the CC vibration behav-
iors and stress development mechanisms in large 
size plastic ball grid array chip packaging, which 
was tested and analyzed under random vibration 
to access its application feasibility on satellite 
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electronics. Other publications are focused on 
ways for vibration reduction and suppression. In 
[6] a viscous damper with controller force to de-
crease the average of maximum displacement is 
represented as single and multiple mass dampers. 
In [7] particle damping is represented as an ef-
fective method of passive vibration control, the 
prediction of particle damping performed by us-
ing neural network is here studied. All these and 
many other methods and results, obtained when 
analyzing stress and strain conditions in circuit 
cards, gain certain effect and application, never-
theless the approach represented in this paper dif-
fers in its performance.

Results of the previous research published 
in [8, 9], confirming results represented in pub-
lications mentioned above, emphasized that dy-
namic forces are very likely to transmit through 
the enclosure case to circuit cards installed inside. 
These forces increase manifold and reach ulti-
mate strength of circuit cards as they are passing 
resonant oscillation. Previous vibration tests on 
bearing enclosure cases conduced in [8] indicat-
ed increasing strain transmission to circuit cards 
inside the carcasses with decreasing stiffness of 
their side walls. Such effect can be explained by 
reducing dry friction damping produced by mu-
tual displacement of contacting parts, which ex-
ceeds viscous damping in materials of these parts. 
Increasing vibration transmission is also observed 
when carcass is set on the shaker through elastic 
(soft) spacer. Another experimental research testi-
fied that embedding elastic and dissipative joint 
in the fixtures of circuit cards was ineffective to 
decrease vibration transmission since having in-
sufficient effect on critical section of circuit cards, 
which, as previous research [10] had demonstrat-
ed, is the central section of circuit card that exhibit 
maximal stress and deflection for the main mode 
of oscillation at the first critical frequency. Vibra-
tion examination of electronic packages revealed 
that the highest vibration transmission especially 
in resonant conditions is observed for the circuit 
cards [9] inside the enclosure case unlike its other 
parts, such as case walls, which oscillations are 
not critical for their strength.  

Represented research develops the general 
idea of stress and strain reduction in bearing 
structures of electronic packages on various 
levels of structural complexity through creation 
and modification of elastic and dissipative joints 
between parts of these structures, which appear 
to be the cause and the links for destructive 

strain transmission as inside so outside of these 
structures subjected to static, cyclic and dy-
namic forces. The paper is focused on providing 
strength for circuit cards exposed to vibration at 
critical frequencies what is achieved by reducing 
dynamic stress and deflection in critical section 
of circuit cards by embedding elastic and dis-
sipative joint introduced by dry friction damper 
between circuit card and enclosure case. Appli-
cation of such proposal, which effectiveness is 
explained by mathematical modeling, simula-
tion and experimental verification, represents 
the novelty of represented research.

OSCILLATORY MODEL OF CIRCUIT 
CARD WITH DRY FRICTION DAMPER 
AT CRITICAL FREQUENCIES

Since the dry friction damping is more ef-
fective than viscous damping in materials and 
in case when application of viscous dampers is 
restricted by electronic package design the dry 
friction damper (DFD) is proposed to be embed-
ded to design of enclosure case (Fig. 1a) in order 
to reduce oscillation amplitudes transmitted to 
circuit cards. DFD produces dissipative forces – 
non-elastic resistance forces due to friction in ki-
nematic pairs undergoing oscillations [11]. DFD 
design is introduced by semi-elliptical beam with 
rectangular profile. The oscillatory model of cir-
cuit card with DFD is shown in Fig. 1b.

Circuit card is represented by two-supported 
weightless prismatic beam with single concen-
trated mass. The beam is supported by the pinned 
support O’ providing one degree of freedom and 
roller support O’ providing two degrees of free-
dom. These supports transmit dynamic force to 
CC. Such model is justified in [9, 10] as such 
that reproduces highest level of maximal dy-
namic stress and deflection in CC. DFD as semi-
elliptical beam has rigid joint with center of CC 
and movable joints with enclosure case by two 
clutches, which make the kinematic friction pairs 
for both ends of DFD. 

In inertial frame of reference marked as 0 (Fig. 
1) oscillation of the mass m progresses with ac-
celeration z1′′, produced by kinematic excitation 
from ends of the circuit card, to which dynamic 
force is applied and which undergo vertical mo-
tion with given acceleration z0′′. Here z0 or z0(t) = 
Z0 sin (ωt + φ) stands for function of harmonic 
oscillation generated by a shaker along Z axis, 
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where Z0 – amplitude; ω – angular frequency; t – 
time; φ – phase of harmonic oscillation. Absolute 
acceleration of the mass m in inertial frame of ref-
erence is expressed as: z1′′ = – ∆z′′ + z0′′. There-
fore equation of motion in non-inertial frame of 
reference represented by supports of circuit card 
O and O’ looks analogically to [9]:

 1 2 1 2 0'' ''k k c cm z F F F F mz+ + + + =∆  (1)

where: m∆z′′ – relative and mz0′′ – fictitious 
forces of inertia; Fk1 and Fk2 – elastic re-
storing forces produced by CC and DFD 
correspondently; Fc1 and Fc2 – damp-
ing forces in materials of CC and DFD 
correspondently.

Generalized restoring force Fk2 of DFD, act-
ing when its both ends slip in the clutches, is the 

net force of two reactions: Nі – vertical reaction 
equal to pressure from DFD and Ffri – horizon-
tal reaction – friction force resisting slippage of 
the DFD ends in the clutch. The net force in each 
clutch is expressed as: 

 
2

2 2
i ifrk iF N F= +  (2)

The generalized force:

 
2

2 2
frkF N F= +  (3)

where: i
i

N N= ∑ ; i
i

fr frF F= ∑ .

Due to insignificant influence of motion ve-
locity the dry friction force is defined by Cou-
lomb formula: 

 fr frF N= µ  (4)

Figure 1. Dry friction damper embedded to circuit card in enclosure 
case: (a) experimental setup; (b) oscillatory model
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where: µfr – kinetic friction specified by friction 
pair; N – pressure between contacting 
surfaces.

Then substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 gives:

 
2

21 fk rF N= +µ  (5)

Since the pressure from DFD onto the clutch 
depends on its deflection ∆z and stiffness k2, then 
N = k2∆z, and Eq. 5 becomes:

 2
2 2 1k frF k z +µ∆=  (6)

Then equation of motion (1) is expressed as:

 2
1 2 1 2 0'' 1 ' ' ''frm z k z k z c z c z mz+ + +µ + + =∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆  

or:

  (7)

where: q = ∆z(t); n = (c1 + c2) / 2m – total de-
scent rate, where c1, c2 – damping coef-
ficients of CC and DFD correspondently; 

01 1k mω =  and 202 k mω =  – natural 
frequencies, where: k1, k2 – stiffness of 
CC and DFD correspondently; Z0 –  equa-
tion of motion (7) is analogical to [9] so 
its solution represents oscillation ampli-
tude, which describes maximal dynamic 
deflection of the beams x

dyn
ma∆  with respect 

to static equilibrium position ∆st in the os-
cillatory system (Fig. 1):
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For resonant oscillation (ω = ω0):
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where: 2 2
0 01 02ω = ω +ω  – natural frequency of 

oscillatory system.

The effectiveness of dry friction damper to re-
duce vibration of circuit cards depends on its elas-
tic and dissipative parameters, among which as-
sessment of stiffness k2 attracts the most attention. 
With sufficient accuracy for practice, the stiffness 
of a curved beam can be determined in the same 
way as for a linear beam Eq. 10. On condition 
that damper contacts the center of circuit card the 

stiffness of both beams (i = 1, 2) are defined in 
accordance to [9] by the formula:

 
3

48 i i
i

i

E Jk
l

=  (10)

where: E – young’s modulus; J = bh3/12 – mo-
ment of inertia in cross-sectional area of 
the beam; l, b and h – length, width and 
thickness of the beam correspondently.

Dynamic deflection is produced by dynamic 
force:
 1 1 dy

ax
n

mP k= ∆  (11)

Maximal internal bending moment is pro-
duced by force P1 in central cross-section of cir-
cuit card:

 1
1 1 4
max lM P=  (12)

Functional dependence of maximal dynamic 
stress in circuit card Eq. 8 on DFD stiffness in 
resonance condition is expressed as: 
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where: Woc = bh2/6  – section modulus in bending.

Functional dependence of maximal dynamic 
deflection of circuit card Eq. 9 on DFD stiffness 
in resonance condition is expressed as:
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In condition of constant dynamic force acting 
with amplitude P0 = const provided by constant 
vibration acceleration 2

0 0 0a Z= ω , functions Eq. 
13 and Eq. 14 are expressed as:
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Figure 2 represents graphs of Eq. 15 and Eq. 
16 at a0 = 10 m/s2. Physical and mechanical pa-
rameters of circuit cards and DFD were found by 
analytical and experimental method of sample 
parameters [10] and represented in Table 1. In 
this method based on solving the reverse strength 
problems strain and displacement, which are nor-
mally found by calculations, are, instead, mea-
sured experimentally and considered as given 
values for calculation of physical and mechanical 
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parameters, which are then used in analytical mod-
eling. Represented dependences are correspon-
dent to first critical frequency of the main mode of 
oscillation what, as described in previous research 
[10], causes maximal magnitudes of stress and 
deflection in critical cross-section of circuit cards. 
Graphs in Figure 2 demonstrate gradual decline of 
stress and deflection due to increasing stiffness of 
DFD. Thus, in accordance to mathematical model 
Eq. 13 embedding elastic and dissipative joint in 
form of the dry friction damper should provide ef-
fective reduction of stress and deflection in critical 
cross-section of circuit card.

Obtained results were supported by using 
method for simulation modeling oscillation of cir-
cuit card with dry friction damper. Acting forces 

and parameters of oscillatory system were taken 
identical to those used in mathematical model-
ing. Figure 3 represents designed in Simscape 
Multibody [12, 13] oscillatory system simulation 
model, which simulates motion of flexible circuit 
card and flexible dry friction damper.

“Motion” unit generates vertical motion of 
enclosure case and circuit card with acceleration 
10 m/s2. The generalized Simulink signal [z, z’, 
z’’], where z – displacement; z’ – velocity; z’’ – 
acceleration, is transmitted to “Joint Actuator” 
unit. “Joint Actuator” unit activates “Prismatic 
Joint” unit. “Support” unit represents rigid joint 
of base and side walls, which through supports 
“Revolute Joint” and “Custom Joint 1” sup-
port flexible circuit card (“Flexible Plate” unit). 

Figure 2. Dependences maximal dynamic stress (a) and deflection (b) of 
circuit card on DFD stiffness when ω = ω0 and P0 = const

Figure 3. Simscape Multibody oscillatory model simulation for circuit card and dry friction damper
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“Revolute Joint” has single degree of freedom – 
revolution around OY axis, “Custom Joint 1” has 
two degrees of freedom – revolution around OY 
axis  and  translational movement along the OX 
axis. Circuit card is modeled by the set of 11 flex-
ible elements. 

Dry friction damper is simulated by vertical 
spring with stiffness k2 and two dampers. First 
damper of the “Joint Spring & Damper 1” unit 
simulates viscous damping for DFD material with 
damping force c2∆z’ in the support “Custom Joint 
3”. Second damper simulates dry friction in the 
support “Custom Joint 2” with friction force Ffr. 
Both supports represent joint between damper and 
circuit card. “Central Plate Force Measurement” 
unit measures normal reaction N (contact pres-
sure) in the contact spot between circuit card and 
damper (in the center of the card). “Flexible Dry 
Friction Damping” unit calculates dry friction 
force Ffr, proportional to reaction N. “Translational 
Hard Block System” units constrain motion of 
damper contact point on the OX axis.

Simulation formulates and solves equations 
of motion for all mechanical system. Displace-
ment and stress of card center are measured by 
“Body Sensor” and “Joint Sensor” units from 
Simcape Multibody Library (not shown in Fig. 
3). Simulation resulted in dependences of dy-
namic stress and deflection in critical cross-
section of circuit card on DFD stiffness in con-
dition of resonant excitation. Dependences are 
demonstrated by the graphs shown in (Fig. 4), 
which, in purpose of comparison, represents 
graphs obtained by both simulation and mathe-
matical modeling. Comparing graphs obtained 
by mathematical modeling (Fig. 2) and simu-
lation (Fig. 4) testified of their similar shape 

and negligible deviation in absolute values – in 
particular the minimal acceptable limit of DFD 
stiffness differed by 6.9%. 

DRY FRICTION DAMPER DESIGN 

There are known technologies [6, 7, 14] de-
signed to reduce vibration amplitude either by in-
creasing stiffness of circuit cards or by applying 
viscous damping mechanisms. Increasing stiffness 
of circuit cards by rigid fixing to an enclosure case 
and by rigid fixing enclosure case to the platform, 
or embedding to circuit card design a stiffener to 
reduce its deformation are supposed to increase 
their mass and size and do not exclude circuit card 
oscillation since they copy oscillations of enclo-
sure case and then transmit them to installed elec-
tronic components what may cause mechanical 
damage especially in resonance condition.

Damping mechanisms normally [14] inte-
grate viscous and elastic materials to the circuit 
card design. Nevertheless such modifications are 
not applicable to circuit cards, which are already 
manufactured. Moreover viscous and elastic 
dampers are insufficiently effective to fight vibra-
tion with frequency over 50 Hz, their specific ori-
entation is too complex and they are temperature 
dependent and cumbersome.

There is known an appliance [15] that is the 
most similar by technical application and results 
to the offered one. In this appliance damping is 
provided by embedding flexible elements, which 
are wires and cables mounted by through-hole 
technology, to a circuit card. Vibration energy 
is dissipated due to deflections of different ma-
terials in flexible elements and friction between 

Figure 4. Comparison of graphs obtained by simulation (blue) and mathematical modeling 
(red): dependences of maximal dynamic stress (a) and deflection (b) in critical cross-section 

of circuit card with DFD on DFD stiffness in condition of resonant excitation
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them. Nevertheless technical specification, de-
sign and estimating effectiveness for such ap-
pliance becomes difficult because of varying 
properties of used materials and unpredictable 
friction forces emerged.  

DFD design made as semi-elliptical beam 
with rectangular profile is introduced by three 
variants shown on blueprints in Figure 5.

In accordance to Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 effective-
ness to reduce dynamic stress and deflection in 
critical cross-section of circuit card in resonance 
condition depends on elastic and dissipative 
characteristics of DFD in particular on its stiff-
ness. DFD stiffness is directly proportional to the 
restoring force Fk2, which produces pressure on 
the clutch and force opposite to friction force that 
resists damper slipping in the clutch. So, grow-
ing mentioned forces, as vibration amplitude in-
creases, results in reducing dynamic stress and 
deflection transmitted to CC.

Developed mathematical model Eq. 17 speci-
fies minimal limit value of the stiffness, which 

provides compliance with strength and stiffness 
standard for circuit cards and is used in engineer-
ing calculations to determine geometric param-
eters for DFD designed as semi-elliptical beam 
with rectangular profile:

 
( ) [ ]

( )

2
2

4 2 2 20 1 1
1

2
2

4 1 1 4 2
4

1 1

fr
î ñ

min

fr

P k ln m n mk n m
W

k

   − +µ − − −  s   =
+µ −

 (17)

Calculation is performed on the base of us-
ing specified parameters for circuit card and dry 
friction damper, which are: k1; m; Woc; l1;  n1; n2; 
μfr and P0. According to functions Eq. 15 and Eq. 
16 increasing DFD stiffness gradually reduces 
stress and deflection in circuit cards. Obviously, 
reaching a critical maximal level (absolute stiff-
ness) CC center displacement will be blocked, 
then x

dyn
ma∆  = 0 and x

dyn
mas  = 0 under dynamic force 

though. In this case DFD becomes a rigid support, 
which divides a given oscillatory system into two 
other systems with their own masses, elastic and 

Figure 5. Dry friction damper designs introduced by semi-elliptical beam with rectangular profile: 
(a) beam; (b) double beam; (c) half-beam. 1 – circuit card; 2 – dry friction damper as curved beam; 3 – 

fitting; 4 – clutch; 5 – enclosure case; 6 – dry friction damper as curved half-beam; 7 – CC fixtures
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dissipative parameters, natural frequencies and 
main modes of oscillation with other magnitudes 
of maximal stress and deflection. The critical stiff-
ness is a supreme number what means 0m

dyn
ax∆ →  

or 0m
dyn

axs →  when: k2 → ∞. Therefore upper limit 
of the stiffness range can be recommended as 
maximal limit value calculated by formula Eq. 17 
with respect to specified minimal limit value for 
stress or deflection.

Construction parameters of DFD, which 
are length, width and thickness, are to be cal-
culated by formula Eq. (10) with respect to 
Young’s modulus E2 for the specified material 
of DFD. DFD effectiveness is provided by in-
creasing its stiffness and also damping descent 
rate n2 and friction μfr, which in turn depends 
on materials and surfaces in kinematic friction 
pair: DFD 2 (Fig. 5a; 5b) or 6 (Fig. 5c) and 
clutch 4 (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, providing and 
specifying these parameters are complicated 
in real design. Therefore recommendation is 
to use their minimum reference values [10] so 
possible error in calculation would contribute 
the safety factor. DFD design is introduced by 
three variants (Fig. 5) in order to propose va-
riety of the design, all of them perform their 
function in the same manner though. The 
choice of the design remains for consideration 

in favor of application to certain electronic 
package, circuit card layout etc.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF DRY 
FRICTION DAMPER EFFECTIVENESS

Experimental vibration tests on circuit 
cards equipped with dry friction damper in-
stalled by the blueprint (Fig. 5a) were conduct-
ed on the shaker WEDS-200. DFD stiffness kmin 
= 718.75 N/m was calculated by formula Eq. 
17 using physical and mechanical parameters 
of circuit card and DFD (Table 1). This limit 
value was used to determine geometric param-
eters of DFD: 160×10×0.75 mm. Physical and 
mechanical parameters of circuit card and dry 
friction damper were found by method for sam-
ple parameters [10]. Maximal normal stress in 
surface layers of the circuit card was calculated 
by the Hooke’s law [10]. Strain was measured 
by strain gauge set on the CC surface in the 
place of concentrated mass – in the center of 
circuit card. Signal from strain gauge was sent 
to electrotensometry system. 

Maximal deflections were read from vibra-
tion sensor set in the center of circuit card. Sec-
ond vibration sensor attached to fixtures on the 

Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters of circuit card and dry friction damper
Objects Dimensions, mm Material E, GPa [s], Pa n, 1/s m, kg μfr

Circuit card 180 × 50 × 1.5 Glassfiber 14 16 5.48 0.05
0.2

Dry friction damper 160 × 10 × 0.75 Carbon steel 200 – 0.1 –

Table 2. Maximal dynamic stress and deflection in circuit cards with and without dry friction damper embedded 
in the first critical frequency

Parameters
ω0, rad/s x

dyn
mas , MPa x

dyn
ma∆ , mm

Object

Circuit card with dry friction 
damper

Experimental data

198.5 15.08 3.52

Simulation data

233.4 16.14 3.46

Mathematical modeling data

216.29 16.00 4.11

Circuit card

Experimental test data

163.1 18.96 4.75

Simulation data

176.9 19.06 5.02

Mathematical modeling data

180 19.71 5.07
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shaker was reading oscillations generated by 
the shaker. Signals from two vibration sensors 
ABC 032 were sent to vibration analysis sys-
tem. Generated oscillation with fixed frequencies 
were monitored by sound generator. Resonance 
frequencies were detected by method of float-
ing frequency. Vibration tests were conducted 
under constant dynamic force with amplitude 
P0 produced by constant vibration acceleration 
a0 = 10 m/s2. Strain gauges and vibration sensors 
were attached to unloaded circuit card before in-
stalling it into enclosure case and on the shaker. 
Maximal dynamic stress x

dyn
mas  and maximal dy-

namic deflections x
dyn
ma∆  were measured in the first 

critical frequency ω0. Table 2 represents mean 
values obtained as results of 5 repeated vibration 
tests and results of mathematical and simulation 
modeling for two groups of circuit cards – with 
and without dry friction damper embedded.

Comparing maximal magnitudes of dynamic 
stress and deflection obtained by experimental 
tests with results of simulation and mathematical 
modeling indicates of their similarity and slight 
relative difference from 6.1 to 16.8%, what ap-
proves sufficient accuracy of mathematic model 
Eq. 17 whereby possible difference can be used 
as safety factor. Comparative analysis of maxi-
mal magnitudes of dynamic stress and deflection 
obtained by vibration tests on two types of cir-
cuit cards – with and without dry friction damper 
embedded indicated significant relative reduction 
of these parameters by 20.5% and 25.9% corre-
spondently. Achieved effect provides compliance 
with strength and stiffness standard for circuit 
card and approves application of DFD to reduce 
maximal dynamic stress and deflection in critical 
cross-section of circuit cards undergoing inertial 
resonant excitation. 

CONCLUSIONS

The mathematical model has been developed 
for estimation of maximal dynamic stress and 
deflection in critical cross-section of circuit card 
with embedded dry friction damper at critical fre-
quencies. Functional dependences of maximal 
dynamic stress and deflection of circuit card on 
dry friction damper elastic and dissipative param-
eters, in particular on its stiffness have been re-
vealed. DFD stiffness is directly proportional to 
the restoring force, which produces pressure on 
the clutch and force opposite to friction force that 

resists damper slipping in the clutch, so, growing 
mentioned forces, as vibration amplitude increas-
es, result in reducing dynamic stress and deflec-
tion transmitted to CC.

Developed mathematical model specifies 
minimal limit value of the stiffness, which pro-
vides compliance with strength and stiffness stan-
dard for circuit cards and is used in engineering 
calculations to determine geometric parameters 
for DFD designed as semi-elliptical beam with 
rectangular profile. DFD to be embedded to cir-
cuit card inside the enclosure case of electronic 
package is introduced by three variants of design. 

The effectiveness of dry friction damper has 
been demonstrated by significant relative reduc-
tion of maximal magnitudes of dynamic stress 
and deflection by 20.5% and 25.9% correspon-
dently. Effect has been demonstrated on circuit 
cards subjected to inertial resonant excitation.
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